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Scan / Index 1.5 Million Patient
Files in 90 Days While Adhering
to HIPAA Laws? We’re On It.
When Johnson Memorial Health faced a tight timeline to scan and index
1,500,000 patient records before the storage area was scheduled to be
destroyed, they needed the specialists at Van Ausdall & Farrar to create
a custom solution that worked. And they did it.

OBJECTIVE
Sort, label, scan, and index
patient records from
2009-2013 while adhering
to HIPAA and PHI
standards.

STRATEGY
Use our specialists to quickly go
onsite, sort through materials,
box and label, bring to oﬃce to
implement custom solution that
met timeline and budget

RESULTS
Completed the project in 90
days. 1.5 million patient files
successfully scanned,
indexed, and destroyed while
adhering to patient privacy.

“Quote goes here.”

Scott Krodel, CIO
Johnson Memorial Health

THE COMPANY
Johnson Memorial Health is a nationally-recognized healthcare network based in Johnson
County, Indiana. Their main campus in Franklin, Indiana has been the county’s only hospital
since 1947. With the ever changing demands of patient care and privacy laws, Johnson
Memorial needed to respond to a patient record problem, and they called Van Ausdall & Farrar
to help.

THE OBJECTIVE
Johnson Memorial Health had a big project, a short timeline, and a tight budget. They needed
to digitize their patient paper records from 2009-2013. The storage location where these were
kept was scheduled for demolition, and therefore, they needed a comprehensive solution that
maintained patient confidentiality (HIPAA / PHI) and their record retention policy. The whole
project needed to be completed in 90 days.
Initially the estimate calculated 100 banker-size boxes of records that needed to scanned, but
after careful inventory, there were over 500.

THE STRATEGY
To speed up the process, Van Ausdall & Farrar document conversion specialists came on site
to inventory and index all boxes. Once that was complete, employees took them back to Van
Ausdall’s corporate oﬃce for systematic scanning. Since the law allowed everything older
than 2009 to be properly destroyed, Van Ausdall was able to adhere to the budget constraints
by keeping only the files they needed to by law.
Van Ausdall was able to scan over 1.5 million files in just 90 days with their process. Once the
project was finished an all files were indexed, the paper files were safely destroyed and Van
Ausdall issued a certificate of destruction.

THE RESULTS
Van Ausdall’s experience and creative solutions allowed Johnson Memorial Health to meet the
needs of the project within 90 days and inside their budget. In addition the clerks who were
responsible for the records now could pull those files quickly and securely, saving much time
to their day.
Due to the nature of the project and the budget presented, Van Ausdall was able to provide a
cost-eﬀective approach to records management and document conversion that allowed
Johnson Memorial to meet the high pressure deadline.

Want to learn more about how Van Ausdall’s solutions can innovate
your business? Let’s talk! Contact us today at (317)974-5548
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